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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (CEO)

Enthusiastically focusing on results and helping others get results (this should
include reaching across agency lines in support of other agency, cluster, and
company partners in their efforts to achieve results) 
Focuses on creating solutions and not blaming other or justifying our inabilities 
Actively seeks to both learn and teach 
Is decisive and holds themselves accountable 
Takes correction easily 
Takes responsibility and holds others responsible when necessary 
Inspires trust 
Gives others the credit (window and the mirror) 
Honors others’ desires to get results 
Always treats others with kindness even when confronting the brutal facts 
Finds and develops the right leaders to create and execute a common vision 
Genuinely creates a culture of life-changing service 

A Pennant Chief embraces the two key characteristics of the Level 5 Leader – Professional
Will & Personal Humility. These attributes are demonstrated through the following
behaviors: 
 

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

vi.
vii.

viii.
ix.
x.

xi.
xii.

 
No leader perfectly demonstrates all characteristics of a Level 5 Leader. However, a CEO is
undaunted in their efforts to grow as a leader and combines humble self-awareness with
a driving professional will to become their best. 

Due to excellent performance and showing true ownership, Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
status will be awarded. The CEO program is designed to challenge and motivate
operational leaders to achieve the CEO Award. CEO candidates should achieve the
following standards and maintain their performance before being presented with the
CEO Award.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A CHIEF

CHIEF AWARD STANDARDS



CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (CEO)

Employee turnover is less than Cornerstone average for the trailing 6 months 
Employee Engagement Survey scores for Participation and Overall Employee Favorability are better
than the Cornerstone average for the trailing 6 months 
A CEO leads Customer 2nd driven initiatives and prioritizes the Employee Emergency Fund (EEF)
participation amongst his team. 

EEF participation rate is better than the Cornerstone average for the trailing 6 months 

A CEO leads and inspires an agency to achieve sustained results while living CAPLICO and providing life-
changing service. A CEO installs effective systems that organize agency efforts and produce results in all
four cornerstones – Clinical, Culture, Community, and Finance. CEOs create a culture of setting goals,
achieving exceptional results, and celebrating accomplishments. A CEO is always identifying diverse and
impactful future leaders from within the organization and from their professional network to partner with
and help develop. CEOs create a culture where team members are recognized for self-less acts towards
those they serve, internally and in the community. CEOs support a culture of creating Moments of Truth.
 
A CEO trains and develops team members according to both the operations’ needs and individual team
member goals. CEOs focus on leading a culture rooted in CAPLICO principles that drive high team
engagement and employee satisfaction. CEO benchmarks include:

a.
b.

c.

i.

In the trailing 6 months there are no condition level or more severe citations issued by State or
Federal regulators 
EDs (Executive Director) operation received at least a passing score on the most recent CCA audit on
all service lines 
Month-end closing processes are effective, streamlined, and deliver timely results. The Month End
Close score provided by the Finance team should be at least a B for the trailing 6 months 
The CEO candidate leads a team that takes risk management seriously, and works within guidelines
communicated by the Pennant Compliance, Human Resources, and Legal teams to minimize
unnecessary risk.  

A CEO leads with integrity and vigilantly supports compliance across all functions of the agency. A CEO
understands and demonstrates a commitment to state and federal regulations. A CEO creates tremendous
quality systems that drive GREAT clinical and regulatory performance. Alongside their Clinical Partner and
other agency leadership, a CEO works to promote a culture of compliance and a commitment to life-
changing service. Operations and Clinical Compliance should be sustained for at least sixth months. CEO
candidates do not just pass survey and compliance reviews – they partner to build sustainable processes
that support achieving remarkable results. Outstanding Compliance programs include: 

a.

b.

c.

d.

Star ratings 
Hospitalization rates 
HHCAHPS and HCAHPS scores 
HIS Composite scores 

A CEO is a leader who partners exceptionally well with Clinical leadership and staff, ensuring that resources,
staff, and a strong culture of results-driven performance is in place. A CEO has a comprehensive
understanding of the clinical product and shows the ability to communicate professionally with clinical staff
and other medical providers and partners. A CEO takes full responsibility for the clinical quality and
outcomes achieved by the agency. A CEO ensures resources are allocated appropriately to support life
changing patient care, Customer 2nd principles, and market leading quality outcomes. The following
measures should be evaluated against standards:

a.
b.
c.
d.

CULTURE AND LEADERSHIP

COMPLIANCE

CLINICAL QUALITY



CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (CEO)

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Consistent increase in agency census over at least 6 months 
Consistent increase in monthly admissions that support optimized revenue growth over at least 6
months 

A CEO is a leader who builds meaningful community relationships through intentional networking and
ownership. A CEO develops strategic partnerships with facilities, hospital systems, physicians' groups,
payers, beginning with EPCC (Ensign Pennant Care Continuum) and Pennant partners. CEOs seek to
develop value-based opportunities with Pennant and Ensign affiliates. CEOs strategically lead growth
across all service lines in their operation and network of partners. A CEO takes Intelligent Risks and supports
innovation and program development that fuels consistent growth. A CEO directs expansion of the
agency’s community reach and service area optimization. Measurements for consideration include:

a.
b.

EBT value creation over an annualized six (6) month period of $1 Million. 
If the ED assumed control of a mature, high performing operation, were results maintained and
improved upon after taking over? 

Consistent collections and strong AR processes as demonstrated by DSO below the Cornerstone
average over a trailing 6-month period.  

A CEO drives the operation’s financial performance by achieving sustained revenue and EBT growth. CEOs
partner with Clinical and Operations leadership to create meaningful EBT growth. CEOs accept full
responsibility for financial results and hold agency leadership accountable for maximizing performance and
achieving healthy EBT margins relative to benchmarked targets. CEOs responsibly control direct costs and
other controllable expenditures. They treat organizational resources as if they were their own. Performance
measurements for consideration include:

a.
i.

b.

GROWTH AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE



CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (CEO)

The goal of a Chief is to create the Flywheel effect – a momentum of success that is
bigger than one leader. Just as a ripe apple is grown from a healthy tree with strong roots,
Chiefs grow sustainable results, based on reliable systems that are driven by shared
owners. One cannot underestimate what’s needed to grow a ripe apple, just as one
cannot underestimate how to achieve strong operational results. The price of sustainable
results is the integrity of your foundation (or your roots). Pennant Chief’s understand that
the key to Financial Results always starts with the Culture that they create. The key to
Census Growth is a strong Clinical Product. A strong Clinical Product is built on a
Compliant company. All results hinge on adherence to our core values and the culture
that we create. Consider the strength of your foundation in the following diagram as you
strive to be a Pennant Chief.

SUMMARY OF STANDARDS

Add $1M EBT
DSO & Bad Debt

Census Increase
Monthly Admissions Increase

FINANCIAL RESULTS

COMMUNITY RELATIONS & GROWTH

Star Rating, Hospitalization Rate (60-day)
HIS Composite Score
HHCAHPS & HCAHPS Score

CLINICAL PERFORMANCE

Survey Citations, CCA Audit Score
Accounting Month-End Close Score
Risk Management

COMPLIANCE

Leadership Team built upon CAPLICO
Turnover Rate
Employee Engagement 'Favorability' Score
Emergency Fund Participation

CULTURE


